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   FC-Cure PRO
Portable Therapeutic Laser Device  

              



FC-Cure PRO is not only efficient in treating certain chronic problems with great success, but also 
significantly reduces pain and positively contributes to rapid tissue regeneration, thereby reducing 
recovery time in animals.
The FC-Cure PRO features powerful laser light with the ability to penetrate deep tissue. This light causes 
a series of reactions on the cells and tissues (photobiostimulation) making it possible to reduce the pain 
suffered by the animal due to different pathologies and, on the other hand, stimulates the cells, 
accelerating the healing and healing of both internal and external wounds.
Since it is a treatment without any known adverse effects, it can be applied to very old animals, sensitive 
to certain medications or with chronic diseases that prevent the use of certain drugs. In many cases, it is 
also used in parallel with medical treatments to accelerate healing processes, relieve some symptoms 
and reduce doses and side effects.
The FC-Cure PRO is backed by a long-lasting rechargeable battery, when fully charged for 4 hours, its 
duration time reaches more than 6 days.
ONE YEAR WARRANTY FOR MANUFACTURING DEFECTS

Includes   
Main unit
Power adapter plug
USB Type-C cable
Protec�ve glasses
Transport case
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Characteristic 
·10 laser diodes emitting 650nm laser light
·5 laser diodes emitting 808nm laser light
·1300mW±20% output power
·Non-invasive and no known side effects
·Safe and clinically proven treatment
·Portable, wireless and lightweight
·5000mAh long-lasting rechargeable lithium battery

Laser medium:G	 aAlAs
Laser wavelength:8	 08nm + 650nm
650nm Output Laser:1	 0 laser point for 650nm with 5mw
808nm Output Laser:5	  laser point for 808nm with 150mw
Laser wavelength: 808nm±20nm and 650nm±20nm
-5 laser beams with 808nm and 250mW each laser beam, output
Invisible
-10 laser beams with 650nm, 5mW each laser beam, the
visible result
Time setting: 5 to 60 minutes, 5 minutes as interval 
Environment temperature:-	68°F-104°F
Relative humidity:≤	 85%
Work mode: pulse mode and continuous mode
Power source use:	 5000mAh long-lasting rechargeable lithium battery
Screen: Color LCD screen, size 29x19mm
Packing:2	 60*115*70mm
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